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Abstract
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More and more advanced radiotherapy techniques have been adopted for post-mastectomy
radiotherapies (PMRT). Patient dose reconstruction is challenging for these advanced techniques
because they increase the low out-of-field dose area while the accuracy of out-of-field dose
calculations by current commercial treatment planning systems (TPSs) is poor. We aim to measure
and model the out-of-field radiation doses from various advanced PMRT techniques. PMRT
treatment plans for an anthropomorphic phantom were generated, including volumetric modulated
arc therapy (VMAT) with standard and flattening-filter-free (FFF) photon beams, mixed beam
therapy, 4-field intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), and Tomotherapy. We measured
doses in the phantom where the TPS calculated doses were lower than 5% of the prescription dose
using thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD). The TLD measurements were corrected by two
additional energy correction factors, namely out-of-beam out-of-field (OBOF) correction factor
KOBOF and in-beam out-of-field (IBOF) correction factor KIBOF, which were determined by
separate measurements using an ion chamber and TLD. A simple analytical model was developed
to predict out-of-field dose as a function of distance from the field edge for each PMRT technique.
The root mean square discrepancies between measured and calculated out-of-field doses were
within 0.66 cGy/Gy for all techniques. The IBOF doses were highly scattered and should be
evaluated case by case. One can easily combine the measured out-of-field dose here with the infield dose calculated by the local TPS to reconstruct organ doses for a specific PMRT patient if the
same treatment apparatus and technique were used.
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1. Introduction
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Post-mastectomy radiotherapy (PMRT) is commonly used for patients with invasive breast
cancer after surgery to sterilize the residual tumor cells and has been shown to reduce local
recurrences and improve the overall survival (EBCTCG et al., 2014). More and more new
and advanced radiotherapy technologies have been adopted for PMRT: 4-field intensity
modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) was reported to have the best balance of target coverage
and normal tissue sparing compared with other PMRT techniques (Wang et al., 2015); bolus
electron conformal therapy (BECT) is an effective modality for PMRT, although it can cause
dose heterogeneity in some cases (Perkins et al., 2001; Kudchadker et al., 2002); the
methodology of BECT combined with IMRT for PMRT has been experimentally confirmed
with improved dose homogeneity (Kavanaugh et al., 2013); flattening-filter-free (FFF)
beams can potentially reduce the dose to organs at risk (Subramaniam et al., 2012); the
current standards of care for PMRT at our institution are volumetric modulated arc therapy
(VMAT) and Tomotherapy (Ashenafi et al., 2010; Nichols et al., 2014). Both modalities
provide good target coverage and dose homogeneity, but the large cloud of low dose
delivered to the normal tissues is of concern (Ashenafi et al., 2010; Nichols et al., 2014).

Author Manuscript

Radiotherapy can cause a spectrum of acute and chronic side effects for the breast cancer
patients (Neugut et al., 1993; Hojris et al., 1999; Gao et al., 2003; Darby et al., 2013;
Grantzau et al., 2013). According to the literature (Dorr and Herrmann, 2002; Diallo et al.,
2009), the majority of the second cancers were observed in the low or intermediate dose
areas. The advanced radiotherapy techniques like IMRT and Tomotherapy will increase the
low dose region because of the beam modulation (more monitor units) and the non-opposed
beam multiplicity (radiation is more spread out than in conformal radiotherapy). To quantify
a patient’s risk of developing radiogenic side effects after PMRT, accurate knowledge of the
patient dose (both primary and stray radiation doses) is essential. It is generally accepted that
commercial treatment planning systems (TPSs) severely underestimate dose at low dose
regions (Jang et al., 2008; Howell et al., 2010a; Huang et al., 2013; Joosten et al., 2013;
Wang and Ding, 2014; Jagetic and Newhauser, 2015).
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Out-of-field dose data based on measurements or Monte Carlo simulations for static and
IMRT photon fields were extensively reported in the literature (Stovall et al., 1995; Mutic
and Low, 1998; Mutic and Klein, 1999; Stern, 1999; Meeks et al., 2002; Kry et al., 2005;
Kry et al., 2006; Sharma et al., 2006; Wang and Xu, 2008; Bednarz and Xu, 2009; Ruben et
al., 2011; Halg et al., 2012; Kaderka et al., 2012; La Tessa et al., 2012; Taddei et al., 2013;
Covington et al., 2016), while analytical models of out-of-field dose from photon external
therapy had only been proposed in a few studies (McParland and Fair, 1992; Taddei et al.,
2013; Jagetic and Newhauser, 2015; Hauri et al., 2016). Most of the previous modeling
studies focused on open beams or conventional field-in-field beams, and the modeling of
IMRT beams required intensive information of each field (Hauri et al., 2016). None of the
previous studies proposed any analytical model to calculate out-of-field dose from PMRT
techniques.
Therefore, the objective of this study was to measure and model the out-of-field doses from
various advanced PMRT techniques. We measured the out-of-field doses by delivering
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various PMRT plans to an anthropomorphic phantom loaded with thermoluminescent
dosimeter (TLD). We corrected TLD measurements by additional energy correction factors,
and developed a simple analytical model to predict out-of-field doses based on the measured
data. Calculations of the risk of developing side effects after receiving each PMRT technique
or plan quality comparison is beyond the scope of this paper and will be reported in a
separate study.

2. Methods and Materials
2.1. Treatment planning

Author Manuscript

An Atom dosimetry adult male phantom with a breast attachment (CIRS, Inc., Norfork, VA)
was used for treatment planning and measurements (figure 1). The phantom is transected in
2.5 cm slices and each slice contains a 1.5 cm2 grid of holes to hold TLD rods. It was
scanned by a GE LightSpeed 16 Slice computed tomography (CT) scanner (GE Healthcare,
Little Chalfont, United Kingdom), and the CT images with 2.5 mm slice thickness were
imported into Pinnacle 9.8 TPS (Philips Healthcare, Amsterdam, Netherlands). Both
planning target volume (PTV) and organs at risk (OARs) were contoured on the phantom
and were approved by a board certified radiation oncologist (M Sanders) who is specialized
in breast cancer radiation oncology. The PTV included the left chest wall, left
supraclavicular area and axillary area, and internal mammary chain area. OARs included
bladder, brain, contralateral breast, colon, esophagus, heart, kidney, liver, lung, pharynx,
rectum, small intestine, spinal cord, stomach, thyroid and trachea.
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Various PMRT treatment plans were generated, including a standard VMAT, two FFF
VMAT with 6 MV (6x FFF VMAT) and 10 MV photons (10x FFF VMAT), BECT mixed
with IMRT and VMAT beams (mixed beam therapy), 4-field IMRT, and Tomotherapy. The
dose prescription was 50Gy administered in 25 fractions for all the plans. The following
criteria were met for each treatment plan to be considered clinically acceptable and therefore
representative of an actual plan administered to a patient: The volume of the PTV receiving
at least 95% of the prescribed dose is greater than or equal to 95% (NRGOncology, 2013);
the volume of lungs receiving at least 20 Gy is less than 20% (Marks et al., 2010); the
volume of heart receiving at least 22.5 Gy is less than 20% (Hardenbergh et al., 2001).
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All the VMAT plans were generated in Pinnacle 9.8 TPS and a dual-arc with 230° rotations
(between 180° and 310°) was used to cover the PTV. The beam geometry consisted of a 0
degree couch angle and a 45 degree collimator angle. The same beam setup was used for all
VMAT plans, while plan optimization was performed independently using the SmartArc
optimization algorithm in Pinnacle. The final plans required 12525 MUs (standard VMAT),
20900 MUs (6x FFF VMAT) and 25525 MUs (10x FFF VMAT).
Mixed beam therapy plan was generated in Pinnacle 9.8 TPS and .decimal p.d TPS (v5.1.9)
(.decimal LLC, Sanford, FL), and a single 16 MeV BECT electron beam was used to treat
the chest wall (20 fractions), two 10 MV anterior-posterior (AP) and posterior-anterior (PA)
IMRT beams were used to treat the supraclavicular area (20 fractions), and a 230° dual-arc 6
MV VMAT (5 fractions) was optimized on top of the dose distribution from the first 20
fractions to treat the whole PTV and improve the dose homogeneity. The p.d TPS was used
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to create the electron bolus that provided the best coverage of the distal surface of the BECT
PTV by the 90% isodose surface. More details about the mixed beam planning will be
reported in a separate study from our group. The final mixed beam plan required 18925
MUs.
4-field IMRT plan was generated in Pinnacle 9.8 and three 6 MV IMRT beams with gantry
angles of 295°, 315° and 150° and one 10 MV IMRT beam with gantry angle of 170° were
used to cover the whole PTV. The final 4-field IMRT plan required 17200 MUs.
For Tomotherapy, the CT images and contours in Pinnacle were imported into
TomoTherapy® Hi·Art TPS (Accuray, Madison, WI) for plan optimization. Parameters for
Tomotherapy plan optimization included a pitch of 0.287, a modulation factor of 2.8, 5.02
cm field width, and the final plan required 87525 MUs.

Author Manuscript

The collapsed cone convolution (CCC) photon dose calculation algorithm (Ahnesjo and
Aspradakis, 1999) in Pinnacle with a dose grid of 4×4×4 mm3 and in TomoTherapy® Hi·Art
TPSs with a fine dose grid was used to calculate photon beam doses, and the pencil beam
redefinition algorithm (Shiu and Hogstrom, 1991) in the .decimal p.d planning software and
the pencil beam algorithm (Hogstrom et al., 1981) in the Pinnacle TPS with a dose grid of
4×4×4 mm3 were used to calculate electron beam doses. A 1 cm Superflab bolus was placed
on the ipsilateral chest wall for all treatment techniques for the purpose of dose buildup
except the BECT component of the mixed beam therapy. All the plans were comparable to
the standard PMRT patient plans in our clinic and were reviewed and approved by the
radiation oncologist.
2.2. Out-of-field dose measurements

Author Manuscript

2.2.1. TLD dosimetry—TLD dosimeter was used in this study and each TLD rod
contained approximately 45 mg TLD-100 (LiF:Mg,Ti) powder. The TLD rods were read
using a REXON UL-320 Reader (Rexon Components, Inc., Beachwood, OH). The TLD
powder in each rod was divided into three samples of approximately 15 mg each and the
three samples were used to determine the mean dose for each TLD rod. All TLDs were
stored for two days before reading to minimize the fading effect.
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The literature showed that commercial TPSs cannot calculate dose accurately at low out-offield dose regions (<5% of prescription dose) (Howell et al., 2010a; Wang and Ding, 2014),
and the TLD measurement points in this study were therefore chosen at places where TPS
calculated doses were lower than 5% isodose. The measurement points in OARs were
selected uniformly in each organ, and the same measurement points were used for all the
PMRT techniques throughout this study. TLD was not placed at a certain point if the TPS
calculated dose at that point was in-field (greater than 5 % isodose) for a given PMRT
technique. Since contralateral breast attachment has no TLD holes, 5 TLD packets
(approximately 1×1×0.2 cm3) were placed on the surface of the breast attachment and
another 5 packets were placed between the breast attachment and the phantom. Table 1
shows the number of TLDs used in different organs for each plan, and it does not list
stomach because stomach was almost completely in field for all the PMRT techniques.
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After measurement points were determined and TLD rods were loaded in the phantom, the
phantom was irradiated for each PMRT technique. All VMAT plans, mixed beam therapy
(IMRT with additional VMAT) and 4-field IMRT were delivered by Elekta Versa HD™ with
a 160-leaf Agility multi-leaf collimator (MLC) (Elekta, Crawley, United Kingdom) which
was calibrated according to the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM)
Task Group 51 calibration protocol (Almond et al., 1999). Electron component of the mixed
beam therapy was not delivered because out-of-field dose contribution from electron beam is
considered to be negligible. Tomotherapy was delivered by TomoTherapy® (Accuray,
Madison, WI) which was calibrated according to the AAPM Task Group 148 calibration
protocol (Langen et al., 2010). For plans with multiple beam energies such as 4-field IMRT
and mixed beam therapy, we performed separate TLD calibrations and measurements for
each photon energy since TLD response is energy dependent: we delivered beams with one
energy to the anthropomorphic phantom loaded with TLD rods first, did TLD calibration for
that energy, unloaded the phantom and plugged in new TLD rods and delivered beams with
another energy, did TLD calibration for the new energy. As for TLD calibrations, we
sandwiched a TLD packet in solid water phantoms, delivered a known dose to the TLD
packet using the radiation beam of a specified energy, and recorded the TLD reading. This
was repeated for several dose levels and a calibration curve was created based on the
readings. The total TLD dose was calculated by summing doses from all energies. To ensure
sufficient linearity in TLD response, we delivered four fractions with 2 Gy per fraction,
which would deliver approximately 40 cGy at 5 % isodose line. The uncertainty of the dose
measured by each TLD is ≤ 4% according to the literature (Kirby et al., 1992; Ito et al.,
2011).
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2.2.2. TLD out-of-field energy corrections—It is known that TLD response in the outof-field region needs additional energy corrections due to the change of incident spectrum of
photons (Scarboro et al., 2011; Mijnheer et al., 2013). The TLD dose was calculated as
following:
(1)
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where D is the absorbed dose, T is the raw TLD reading, S is the system sensitivity factor,
KL is the linearity correction factor, KOBOF is out-of-beam out-of-field energy correction
factor, which means this correction factor applies to the area that is not only out of the high
dose region but also out of the path of any radiation beam. The reason we define this TLD
correction factor as KOBOF instead of the previously used KNR (non-reference energy
correction factor) (Scarboro et al., 2011) is that we want to distinguish it from the in-beam
out-of-field correction factor (KIBOF) defined later in this section. Scarboro et al. (2011)
measured KNR factors, which are the same as KOBOF in this study, for 6 MV open photon
beams and their correction factor ranged from 0.88 to 0.99. For IMRT beams and higher
photon energies, however, this information is lacking.
For rotational radiotherapies like VMAT or Tomotherapy, a point can be in the low dose
region but is located within the path of the theoretically rotational open beam coming from
the widest jaw opening in the plan. There is a little dose contribution from the primary beam
Phys Med Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 November 13.
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incident toward the point because there is a minimum gap limit between the opposing
MLCs, although the point is blocked by the MLCs most of the time due to beam modulation.
This point can be regarded as in-beam out-of-field (IBOF), as shown in figure 2. For this
region, TLD correction factor should be different from OBOF region because energy
spectrum here contains more high energy components and Eq. (1) should be replaced by

(2)

For open field and fixed-beam IMRT, KIBOF should not be used because out-of-field region
(< 5% of prescription dose) is always outside the path of beams coming from the maximum
collimator openings.

Author Manuscript
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In this study, ion chamber (IC) measurement was used as the reference dosimeter since the
nominal photon energy range for the PTW Farmer-type IC (N30013 PTW Farmer®
Ionization Chamber, PTW, Freiburg, Germany) has the lower end as 30 keV, while it was
reported that mean photon energy at out-of-field location was greater than 170 keV for 6
MV photon beams (Scarboro et al., 2011), which is significantly higher than the lower limit
of the IC. Therefore IC’s over-response in the out-of-field region is negligible, which is also
consistent with the literature (Kry et al., 2017). To quantify KOBOF and KIBOF for all PMRT
techniques, we transferred PMRT treatment plans from the anthropomorphic phantom to a
water phantom in Pinnacle TPS and performed out-of-field dose measurements with TLDs
and an IC in solid water phantoms. For VMAT and mixed beam therapy plans, OBOF doses
were measured at 23, 28 and 33 cm away from the beam axis and at 5 and 10 cm depths (in
AP direction) (figure 2). IBOF doses were measured at 6 and 10 cm from beam axis and at
10 and 15 cm depths (in AP direction) in the phantom and we made sure the doses at those
IBOF points were lower than 5% of prescription dose by checking the dose distribution in
TPS (figure 2). For IMRT plans (4-field IMRT), OBOF doses were measured at 21.5, 25 and
30 cm away from the beam axis and at 5 and 10 cm depths (in AP direction) and there was
no IBOF point for 4-field IMRT beams. The measurement results were used to obtain
KOBOF and KIBOF for a given PMRT technique, and they can be calculated as the ratio of
measured doses from IC and TLD.
TLD measurement points were separated into two groups: OBOF and IBOF. For each group,
KOBOF and KIBOF correction factors were applied accordingly.
2.3. Out-of-field dose modeling
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A simple analytical model was used to fit the out-of-field dose data and the model was
chosen based on the best balance between accuracy and complexity. The expected dose at
the out-of-field points (DOF) can be calculated by

(3)
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where DRX is the prescription dose, d is the distance from the field edge (50% isodose line)
in mm unit, C1, C2, C3 and t are the fitting parameters determined by each treatment
technique.
In Pinnacle, we first created a contour based on 50% isodose surface for the
anthropomorphic phantom, and identified TLD hole positions on each slice. We then
exported the 50% contour as a DICOM format and imported it into MATLAB. The distance
from the 50% contour to each TLD measurement point was calculated by seeking the
minimum distance from all points in the 50% surface to the TLD location. The fitting
parameters were adjusted by minimizing the total root mean square deviation (RMSD)
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(4)

for each TLD location, i, evaluated for n TLD locations.
2.4. Mean organ dose reconstruction and comparison with TPS calculations
To further illustrate the necessity of the investigation of the out-of-field doses from various
PMRT techniques, the mean organ doses were reconstructed based on a volume-weighting
method (Howell et al., 2010b) and were compared with the organ doses predicted by the
TPS alone: each organ volume (Vorgan) was divided by 5% isodose line based on the TPS
calculated dose, such as greater than 5% (
dose. For the region

Author Manuscript

organ were averaged (

) and lower than 5% (

) of prescription

, corrected TLD doses from equation (1, 2) in the corresponding
). Otherwise, TPS predicted average dose

in the volume

was used for the region
. The mean organ dose (Dorgan) was reconstructed by a
volume-weighting equation

(5)
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Although 8 Gy was delivered to the phantom to ensure TLD linearity, the final organ doses
were scaled to the prescription dose of 50 Gy since this is the standard prescription for
PMRT patients. The mean organ doses calculated by the TPS alone were also extracted for
comparison.

3. Results
It was found that the additional TLD correction factors (KOBOF and KIBOF) have little
dependence on off-axis distance or depth for the same technique. For simplicity, the average
values were used as the correction factors for each PMRT technique (table 2). The KIBOF
factor was always 1.0, which revealed the photon energy is high in the IBOF region and the
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additional TLD energy correction is not necessary in these areas for the PMRT techniques
evaluated in this study. The same KOBOF for 6x FFF VMAT was used for Tomotherapy
considering the similarity between these two rotational techniques.
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Figure 3 shows measured out-of-field doses versus distance from the field edge for different
PMRT techniques and the doses were scaled up to match the prescription dose of 50 Gy. For
VMAT plans (figure 3(a–c)), doses at IBOF points (open circles) showed a different pattern
from OBOF points (solid circles) since they were exposed to the primary beams during
gantry rotation. For mixed beam therapy, there were no pure IBOF points because IBOF
points for VMAT beam were OBOF points for supraclavicular IMRT beams. The doses at
IBOF+OBOF points (figure 3(d), open triangle) were much closer to doses at OBOF points.
For 4-field IMRT (figure 3(e)), all the measurement points were OBOF points. For
Tomotherapy (figure 3(f)), there were no IBOF measurements since all potential IBOF
locations were within the 5% prescription isodose line. Also, the measured doses were
scattered and higher than the others near the field edge. Except for Tomotherapy, the number
of MU used in each PMRT technique was not correlated with the out-of-field doses or organ
doses.
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The analytical model was used to fit the measured out-of-field data and the dose curves
predicted by the model were plotted in figure 3 along with the measured data. The model
parameter values and the RMSD (in cGy/Gy) between measured and calculated doses for
each treatment technique were listed in table 3. Only OBOF doses were used in the fittings
except “mixed beam therapy-2nd fit” in which IBOF+OBOF points were also included
because they were close to OBOF doses. The dashed line in figure 3(d) represented this
second fit and the RMSD increased compared to the first fit as shown in table 3. As shown in
figure 3(a–c), the doses at IBOF points from VMAT plans were highly scattered and did not
follow any obvious trend, and a model fit for these locations was therefore not attempted.
Based on equation (5), mean organ doses were reconstructed and shown in table 4. Stomach
was not shown here because TLD measurements were not performed. Mean organ doses
calculated by Pinnacle TPS were also listed in the table and the agreement between TPS
calculations and those based on the new method was poor. TPS underestimated organ doses
in most cases and the discrepancy was up to 2.3 cGy/Gy.

4. Discussion

Author Manuscript

In this study, we measured out-of-field doses from various advanced PMRT techniques, and
also developed a simple analytical model to predict out-of-field doses for each technique.
Our results show that OBOF doses from different PMRT techniques approximately follow a
simple polynomial model, while IBOF doses from rotational therapy like VMAT were
highly scattered because the IBOF region was exposed to the rotational narrow open beam
and the dose is mainly determined by the exposure time and dose rate. The TPS
underestimated the out-of-field doses and organ doses in most cases.
As we mentioned previously, the out-of-field data from advanced PMRT were largely
lacking in the literature and comparing our data or model with previous studies is difficult
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because the out-of-field dose depends on treatment machine and techniques. Despite that,
some of our qualitative findings agreed with previous studies: TPS systematically
underestimates out-of-field doses; the KOBOF values for 6MV photon beams are consistent
with the previous study (Scarboro et al., 2011); Tomotherapy has higher out-of-field doses at
most locations compared to other techniques (Mutic and Low, 1998; Meeks et al., 2002; Xu
et al., 2008). This can be explained by the fact that radiation was not limited enough due to
the characteristic of Tomotherapy (the beam is continuously delivered from 360 degrees
around the phantom and more MU is used) and possibly less peripheral shielding in
Tomotherapy units; dosimetric results between standard and FFF beams were comparable
for breast radiotherapies (Subramaniam et al., 2012; Spruijt et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014),
although Subramaniam et al. (2012) claimed some improved sparing of contralateral organs
with FFF beams which was not observed in this study. This was possibly because the out-offield doses were not considered in their work, and different treatment machines and plan
optimization methods were used in the two studies.
Our study has several particular strengths. First, to the best knowledge of the authors’, we
measured and compared the out-of-field doses for various advanced PMRT technique for the
first time. Second, we corrected the TLD measurements with additional energy correction
factors. We introduced a new TLD correction factor, KIBOF, which will improve the
accuracy of out-of-field dose measurement and calculation for rotational radiotherapies like
VMAT and Tomotherapy. Third, a simple analytical model was developed to predict the outof-field doses from those advanced PMRT techniques with a reasonable accuracy. This
model can be used in the clinic directly while the more sophisticated model (Hauri et al.,
2016) may need more time to be implemented for clinical usage.
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One limitation of our study is that out-of-field doses in figure 3 and organ doses in table 4
were based on measurements within a generic phantom, while the actual dose delivered to a
real patient may be different from this study. As we mentioned in the introduction section,
our goal is to measure and model the out-of-field doses, and table 4 was only used to
demonstrate the necessity of using an improved way to determine out-of-field doses and
calculate organ doses. Most real PMRT patients only have CT images from mouth to upper
abdomen and it is impossible to reconstruct all the organ doses like what was done for this
phantom. Also considering the relatively low magnitude of out-of-field dose and the small
variation of photon energy spectra with field size and depth (Xu et al., 2008; Scarboro et al.,
2011), the absolute difference between the measured out-of-field doses here and the actual
out-of-field dose delivered to the patients is small. One can easily combine the measured
out-of-field dose here by looking up the out-of-field dose versus distance curves with the infield dose calculated by the local TPS to reconstruct organ doses for any PMRT patient if
they use the same treatment apparatuses and techniques used in this study. Second, we did
not measure the out-of-field dose from the electron component of the mixed beam therapy,
while the bremsstrahlung photon tail for 16 MeV electron beam is on the order of 3~4% of
the maximum dose. This x-ray contamination could slightly increase ipsilateral lung dose
and stomach dose since they are in the direction of the electron beam. The effect on other
organ doses should be negligible. Finally, we only measured the additional TLD correction
factors (KOBOF and KIBOF) for the PMRT techniques used in this study, while these
corrections factor may vary for other treatment techniques and beam energies.
Phys Med Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 November 13.
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Comprehensive evaluation of these correction factors in various conditions will be the next
logical step of our research.

5. Conclusion
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In summary, we have measured out-of-field doses for various advanced PMRT techniques
using TLDs, proposed and measured additional TLD correction factors using TLDs and an
IC, and found the TPS underestimated the out-of-field doses and organ doses in most cases.
A simple analytical model was developed and could be used to predict the out-of-field doses
for each PMRT technique. Based on our findings, it is necessary to determine out-of-field
doses and use a hybrid approach to correctly reconstruct normal tissue doses for PMRT
patients. We focused on PMRT only and did not investigate other types of breast cancer
radiotherapies because of time and resource limitations. Investigation of out-of-field doses
from breast conserving radiotherapies will broaden the generality of the methodology
developed in this study, and this work is currently underway in our laboratory.
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Figure 1.

An Atom dosimetry phantom with a contralateral breast attachment on the right and a bolus
used in this study to cover the irradiated area on the left.
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Figure 2.

Author Manuscript

A schematic diagram of out-of-beam out-of-field (OBOF) and in-beam out-of-field (IBOF)
energy correction factors measurement setup. TLD and IC were located at the yellow marks
and the red mark represents the isocenter. A VMAT plan delivery is shown here with gantry
rotating in a cross-plane direction. The IMRT plan is not shown here and only OBOF
measurements were performed for IMRT beams.
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Figure 3.

Measured out-of-field doses versus distance from the field edge for various PMRT treatment
techniques overlaid by the analytical model fit to the measured data. Only OBOF doses were
used in the fittings except the second fit of mixed beam therapy doses in which IBOF
+OBOF points were also included. The dashed line in figure 3(d) represented this second fit.
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Mean out-of-beam out-of-field correction factor (KOBOF) and in-beam out-of-field correction factor (KIBOF)
for different PMRT techniques. Dashed table entry indicates the correction does not apply to that technique.
The standard deviation (σ) is reported as one standard deviation of the mean.
TLD correction factors
PMRT Technique
KOBOF (σ)

KIBOF (σ)

VMAT

0.93 (0.02)

1.0 (0.01)

6x FFF VMAT

0.87 (0.02)

1.0 (0.01)

10x FFF VMAT

0.84 (0.01)

1.0 (0.01)

Mixed beam therapy

0.88 (0.01)

1.0 (0.01)

4-field IMRT

0.83 (0.01)

-
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1130
1000
1100
1290
1810
1510
1170

6x FFF VMAT

10x FFF VMAT

Mixed Beam Therapy-1st fit

Mixed Beam Therapy-2nd fit

4-field IMRT

Tomotherapy

C1

VMAT

PMRT Technique

3.25

2.9

3.4

3.5

2.67

2.72

3.45

C2

0.003

0.0036

0.0034

0.0037

0.0015

0.0031

0.0058

C3

Coefficients

90

156

160

143

130

115

113

t (mm)

0.66

0.59

0.63

0.39

0.20

0.22

0.33

RMSD (cGy/Gy)

PMRT techniques. Only OBOF doses were used in the fittings except “mixed beam therapy-2nd fit” in which IBOF+OBOF points were also included in
the fitting.

Fitting parameters for the analytical model and root mean square deviation (RMSD) between the model calculated and the measured data for different
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41.3
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New

Mixed beam therapy

Mean organ dose (cGy)

191.1

287.4

60.3

6.7

41.6
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0

904.9

281.1

162
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222.8

21
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Values of mean organ doses for the CIRS phantom for various PMRT techniques, calculated based on the new volume-weighting method (New) and by
the TPS alone (TPS). Prescription dose was 50 Gy for all techniques. (CL Breast: contralateral breast)
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